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1 Executive Summary 
This document is deliverable “D1.3 Second Year Report on Conference Sessions” of WP1 
on “FIA Session and Scientific Workshops” within the ICT SESERV Project 258138. This 
document provides the Future Internet Socio-Economics (FISE) community and the 
European Commission (EC) with information about SESERV’s coordination of socio- 
economic topics and contributions to the Future Internet Assembly (FIA) during the period 
September 2011 to August 2012. 
SESERV has successfully led and coordinated a community of researchers and 
stakeholders in the area of Future Internet Socio-Economics through the FISE Working 
Group (FISE-WG), the organisation of FIA sessions and the participation in the FIA 
Steering Committee (FIA-SC). 
The FISE-WG includes active participants from key European projects with socio- 
economic dimensions (e.g., SEQUIOA, FI3P, PARADISO2 and UNIVERSELF) and a 
membership of around 200 researchers in the FISE LinkedIn group from diverse domains 
of expertise. The FIA topics covered during the period include Value Creation, Value 
Flows, and Liability over Virtual Resources (Poznan), Novel Networking and Relationship 
with Applications (Aalborg), and Open Platforms for Innovation (Aalborg). In particular, the 
plans for the FIA Poznan, that have been outlined in D1.1, following the successful 
acceptance of the FISE-WG session on “Value creation, value flows and liability over 
virtual resources” have been implement in a successful FIA session. The respective 
session reports do not only constitute contents for the deliverable at hand, they have been 
published on the SESERV web site123. 
Socio-economics remains a key discipline in the Future Internet research domain as 
technology continues to pervade all aspects of human life. SESERV has successfully re- 
invigorated the FISE-WG with active contribution and a significant growth in membership 
continuing in 2012. This not only reflects the importance of the discipline but also the need 
for a coordination action such as SESERV to bring together such a diverse and distributed 
European community. The participation of other Challenge 1 Collaboration and Support 
Actions within the FISE-WG has ensured effective coordination and dissemination across 
Challenge 1, beyond what SESERV could have achieved alone. 
The discussion throughout the FIA sessions outlined in this document kicked-off in Poznan 
with a FIA session and the 1st FISE workshop examining how technology disrupts the 
Future Internet ecosystem. This event has been organized on demand due to limited time 
available during FIA sessions. The FIA session and the workshop (Deliverable D1.4 
covers full details about the workshop, while this deliverable focuses on FIA sessions) not 
only delivered insight into the ecosystem but also allowed researchers to share the 
methodology they used. An economic shift to micro values, generated through purchasing 
of apps or payments for virtual goods in virtual realities, was emphasized. A key problem 
identified is that economic models do not have enough conceptual tools to understand the 
nature of intangibles. 
The novel networking session at FIA Aalborg revealed that from a business point of view, 
application/network interconnection should result in win-win situations through market 
                                                        
 
1 http://www.seserv.org/fise-conversation/valuecreationvalueflowsandliabilityovervirtualresourcesatfiapoznan 
2 http://www.seserv.org/fise-conversation/novelnetworkingandrelationshipwithapplicationsfiaaalborg 
3 http://www.seserv.org/Building-the-Future-Internet/outcomeoftheopenplatformsforinnovationsessionatfiaaalborg 
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equilibria. Any closer interconnection of applications and networks foreseen – leading to 
application-aware networks or network-aware applications – is expected to require a re-
consideration of the traditional layered concept as network information flows may become 
as important as data information flows. It was also stressed that telcos seem reluctant to 
adopt a bottom-up, application-centric network design for community networks. In this 
light, Universal Media Access with sufficient Quality-of-Experience (QoE) could be the key 
incentive for deploying network-assisted service delivery mechanisms. 
Furthermore, the open platforms session at FIA Aalborg developed a detailed mutual 
understanding between the EU and US approaches at their respective R&D programmes 
and identified potential synergies and convergence points. This covered in particular 
differences and complementarities in the approaches, business, challenges, and involved 
stakeholders. In order to support this recently started initiative which will foster the mutual 
exchange among European and US R&D programmes, plans for future meetings in the 
upcoming months have been made – one option being the submission of a co-organized 
session at FIA Dublin. 
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2 Introduction 
The FIA continues to provide a unique forum for discussion and debate between diverse 
but converging technical domains of the Future Internet. However, it is generally accepted 
that technology discussion alone without awareness and understanding of socio-economic 
context runs a greater risk of low impact and irrelevance. Of course there are no 
certainties but it is clear that socio-economic awareness is an increasingly important 
characteristic for researchers, engineers and policy makers building the Future Internet. 
With limited resources socio-economics helps to ensure that endeavors focus on the 
important priorities, that technical solutions developed have increased durability and that 
stakeholder impact (positive and negative) is considered throughout the technology 
lifecycle. As a consequence, socio-economics plays an important part of Future Internet 
research and the FIA by bringing multidisciplinary insight into what is primarily a technical 
community. 
Socio-economic activities at the FIA are led by the FISE-WG4. The FISE-WG has operated 
since the start of the FIA in 2008 and has been responsible for contributing to the FIA 
programme through future scenarios and FIA sessions on selected socio-economic topics. 
Since September 2010, the SESERV project has coordinated the FISE-WG, bringing 
together a broad range of Challenge 1 projects and researchers including those from 
multiple disciplines. The organization of socio-economic sessions at the FIA is an 
important element of SESERV coordination and the foundation for fostering community 
dialog and. 

2.1 Purpose and Outline of D1.3 
This document provides the FISE community and the European Commission (EC) with 
information about SESERV’s coordination of the FISE community and contributions to the 
FIA during the period September 2011 to August 2012 
The document is structured as follows: Sections 3, 4, and 5 provide reports on SESERV 
sessions at FIA Events. While Section 3 gives Information on the session “Value Creation, 
Value Flows, and Liability over Virtual Resources” at FIA Poznan, Section 4 and 5 
describe the sessions organized at FIA Aalborg, which were entitled “Novel Networking 
and Relationship with Applications” and “Open Platforms for Innovation”, respectively. 
Conclusions for the Sessions organized during SESERV’s lifetime and especially for the 
period of the sessions that are reported on in this deliverable, are provided in Section 6. 

                                                        
 
4 http://fisa.future-internet.eu/index.php/Future_Internet_Socio_Economics 
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3 FIA Poznan: Value Creation, Value Flows, and 
Liability over Virtual Resources 

This session, held on October 25, 2011 at the FIA Poznan, was a FISE5 group-driven 
combination of themes related to Future Internet (FI) business models originating (in 
addition to Michael Boniface of SESERV) from Makis Stamatelatos (University of Athens, 
UNIVERSELF), Artur Nowakowski (Verax Systems), Man-Sze Li (IC Fokus, Co-Chair of 
FInES Cluster) and Dieter Uckelmann (University of Bremen). The session scope, agenda 
and structure was developed by the community on the FISE wiki6 and through discussions. 

3.1 Motivation 
The creation, distribution, and consumption of virtual resources constitute foundation 
elements of FI and the digital economy. Disruptive innovations in virtualized infrastructures 
has reduced TCO (Total Cost of Ownership), enabled faster time-to-market for new 
applications and services, and improved business continuity/disaster recovery. 
Virtualization is rapidly moving from its roots in computing to encompass all Internet-
connected hardware from the network to the Internet of Things. In addition, disruptive 
innovations in content distribution and business models has moved virtual goods into a 
major revenue stream for the media and entertainment industry. Consumers are spending 
real money on intangible virtual goods with the estimated total European market for virtual 
goods alone in 2010 at $1.02 Billion which is comparable to the US7. 
The FI ecosystem is therefore increasingly organized into systems interacting and 
exchanging virtual resources between infrastructure, application and services that are 
aggregated into complex integrated communities. This ecosystem is providing the potential 
and opportunity for new business roles and patterns of value exchange between virtual 
trading communities, virtual knowledge communities and emerging intermediaries. 
However, accountability and liability in value networks of virtualized resources remains a 
challenge due to the opaqueness of contractual relationships and indeterminate 
distribution of responsibilities between stakeholders. 
This session was, thus, motivated to explore value creation, value flows and liability over 
virtual resources in the FI ecosystem. Key questions of interest included: 

• What are the value structures? What are the activities that contribute to value 
creation? 

• How does money and knowledge flow between stakeholders? What monetization 
strategies are working? 

• What technical abstractions have the potential to maximize value creation from 
physical assets (e.g., Grid vs. Cloud)? 

• How should responsibility be distributed between stakeholders? 

• What is the balance between regulation, self-regulation and market forces? 
                                                        
 
5 http://www.linkedin.com/groups?about=&gid=3870856 
6 http://fisa.future-

internet.eu/index.php/%22FIA_Poznan:_Value_creation,_value_flows_and_liability_over_virtual_resources%22#Value
_creation.2C_value_flows_and_liability_over_virtual_resources_.28Makis_Stamatelatos.2C_UNIVERSELF.29 

7 http://www.superdataresearch.com/market-data/ 
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3.2 Agenda 
Motivation and relevance to FISE-WG 
Michael Boniface, IT Innovation Centre 
Keynote: The Hermes network - Railways transition to a digital future 
Mike Haynes, Chair of GPH, European Railways 
The Infrastructure Perspective 
Makis Stamatelatos, University of Athens 

Management issues in virtualisation business scenarios 
Simon Delaere (IBBT), Makis Stamatelatos (University of Athens) 
High Speed Accounting in the Future Internet 
Martin Waldburger (University of Zurich) 
Business models for dynamic optical infrastructures 
Sergi Figuerola (i2CAT) 
Discussion 

The Societal and Business 
Application Perspective 
Man-Sze Li, IC Focus, FInES Cluster 

Man-Sze Li (IC Focus, FInES Cluster) 

Artur Nowakowski, (Verax Systems) 

Jasper Lentjes (Vlastuin Group) 

Sergio Gusmeroli (TXT e-Solutions SpA) 

Discussion 

Debate and discussion on virtual resources across 
perspectives 
Chaired by Prof. Marcus Seifert (University of Bremen) 

3.3 Report 
The Value Creation, Value Flows and Liability over Virtual Resources session at the FIA 
Poznan sees a number of key messages to remember and lessons learned as 
summarized subsequently. In the session, virtualization and liability aspects were 
discussed from two perspectives (cf. Figure 1): 

• Infrastructure Perspective: in order to explore value creation and revenue flows in 
Future Internet business scenarios for network and service co-management as well 
as to exploit such issues in the area of Future Internet of Things. 

• Societal and Business Application Perspective: in order to challenge business 
applications in Software as a Service context and services infrastructures for social 
and business innovation. 

Figure 1 highlights the two perspectives from FInES and FISE in respect to virtualisation 
and liability. FInES focuses on the enterprise and services industry whereas FISE largely 
focuses on the Internet industry. Each group is investigating the impact of FI technologies 
(sensor networks, fixed networks, wireless networks and clouds) on their respective 
stakeholders. FISE tends to focus primarily on B2C and C2C relationships, most frequently 
looking at the relationship between the user and the network. FInES has an emphasis on 
B2B relationships. However, both groups touch on common socio-economic issues related 
to virtual trading, virtual knowledge and virtual communities, although the drivers for the 
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issues are different and in one case come from commercial rights (e.g., commercial 
confidentiality) where the others often come from the regulator (e.g., privacy). The 
common issues include business meta-models, business model transparency, converged 
management, platform neutrality, distribution of accountability/liability, and the role of 
intermediaries in value networks. 

 
Figure 1: Two Perspectives on Virtualization and Liability 

3.3.1 An Industry Perspective 
The session kicked off with a motivating talk by Mick Haynes from Hitrail about the 
evolution of networks and service infrastructures within the railway industry. With the 
recent push by EU legislation for greater interoperability, cooperation and competition 
between railway operators, Hitrail are looking to Future Internet technologies such as 
Cloud and IPv6 to deliver reduced costs and greater efficiency. Hitrail support three main 
clients including traditional large railways, low cost smaller railways and operators 
providing connections to other transport systems. Data is at the heart of their network with 
requirements for real-time exchange, synchronization and global indexing of database 
across administrative domains. Mick stated that the major challenge is to open their 
infrastructure to new types of services whilst still delivering connectivity, security, QoS 
guarantees and service reliability in critical applications such as reservation, availability, 
interchange, and freight consignment notes. 

3.3.2 Reducing Infrastructure Costs 
Makis Stamatelatos, University of Athens, led the infrastructure perspective arguing that 
virtualized resources are the foundation of the Future Internet but with so much complexity 
in systems and stakeholder relationships, identifying the distribution of responsibilities is 
tough. Cutting costs was the major focus of the discussion within this perspective with 
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management costs currently running at 30%. Sergi Figuerola from i2CAT said that the goal 
of the EC FP7 GEYSERS8 (Generalized Architecture for Dynamic Infstrastructure 
Services) project is CAPEX reduction through the use and interconnection between 
virtualized infrastructures. GEYSERS identifies three roles (physical provider, virtual 
infrastructure provider, virtual infrastructure operator). Sergi argued that a common 
information model is needed along with greater flexibility in actor roles. Such an approach 
would allow stakeholders to play multiple roles and allows for recursive combinations of 
infrastructures to be created and controlled. Value chain scenario analysis and role 
assignment is an essential part of the UNIVESELF project which aims to develop a 
unifying network management system.  Although, virtualization and autonomics have 
potential to reduce costs Martin Waldburger, University of Zurich, highlighted how 
accounting for high speed networks is a significant cost driver. With potentially only 
nanoseconds per package processing time for a 10 or 40 Gbps link the risk of loss of 
information is increasing, at a time when the legislative requirements are becoming ever 
more stringent. 

3.3.3 Innovation and Service Commodities  
Man-Sze Li, IC Focus Ltd, introduced the services and business perspective outlining the 
vision of the FInES cluster for interoperable service utilities and open business 
ecosystems. VLASTUIN, a European SME, said that Europe needed to create a value 
network environment for open innovation. Neutrality of services needs to be preserved and 
a new approach to intellectual property rights must be adopted that replaces the current 
patent wars. Sergi Gusmeroli, Txt solutions, challenged the FI-PPP asking whether the 
generic enablers were enough to bootstrap a universal business ecosystem. When a 
service is commoditized it becomes the enabler for innovation and the micro enterprise 
can join. Sergi called for the PPP to commoditize service capabilities through open 
processes for the enterprise and to avoid just trying to protect value in service assets. 

3.3.4 Questions and Answers 
The final discussion was chaired by professor Marcus Seifert, University of Bremen. 

3.3.4.1 What are the values for Europe, in respect to the other countries and 
continents? 

Markus argued that we need to put these values into our interpretation of the Future 
Internet. The discussion contrasted the value of the Internet of Things and people. Should 
we consider things or the experience of things? How to protect the things we value? The 
US has a habit of amplifying their values on the Internet whilst in Europe we experience 
the continuous tension between Internet freedom and championing of European values. 
The way in which value is represented on the Internet is changing. With 600K iPhone apps 
and 500K Android apps micro values exist. For example, who would have thought that a 
customer would pay to drink a virtual glass of beer? Clearly, there is a shift in the balance 
between economic quantitative and qualitative values though online community 
interaction. Finally, the session highlighted the conflict/contrast between industries’ desire 
for greater openness in closed and structured networks (e.g., move away from industry 
specific virtual private networks such as HERMIS in the railway industry) and individuals’ 
                                                        
 
8 http://www.geysers.eu/ 
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and business’ desire for greater control/closure of open unstructured networks (e.g., social 
networks). This is the balance that is currently being played out within the Future Internet 
ecosystem. 

3.3.4.2 Who should pay for the Future Internet? 
Google's business model targets users, but Google is also a "user" of infrastructure in 
similar ways to how the Enterprise is a consumer of the network. Economics would tell us 
that the value is the utility of thing, although we do not expect utility services to be 
commercially viable within the timeframe of 2020, not through conventional market 
incentives. There are lots of other models emerging (e.g., PPP) and alternatives to PPP to 
enable different parties to work together. Key challenge is that the economic models do 
not have enough conceptual tools to understand the nature of intangibles. 

3.3.4.3 Where does Europe need to learn? 
Where do we have to learn and develop to make benefit from the technologies as society, 
companies and policy makers? 

• Company: Look out of the box, entertainment, virtual world to try and get new 
business models and innovations, value is not only money, "serious gaming". 
Games is a forerunner of many internet services, research is always lacking behind 
the games market. Increase the collaboration between the games and the research 
community.  

• Software Industry: the right to fail is important, in Europe we do not admit to failure 
easily, innovation and failure is part of the game but this must be matched with the 
responsibility to learn. How to rule the use of Facebook in an enterprise? Simple 
issue but difficult in practice to translate social into the enterprise 

• Research: Need to develop new approaches to interconnect students within 
Europe, beyond the exchange of students, publications towards interconnection in 
different backgrounds, challenge the trends proposed by industry. 
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4 FIA Aalborg: Novel Networking and Relationship with 
Applications 

This session’s full title was “Novel Networking and Relationship with Applications – the 
Value of Information Flows between Applications and Networks”. The session was held on 
May 10, 2012 at the FIA Aalborg. It was jointly co-organized by: 

• Markus Fiedler (Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden & FP7-Euro-NF) 

• Georgios Gardikis (NCSR "Demokritos", Greece & FP7-ALICANTE) 

• Martin Waldburger (University of Zurich, Switzerland & FP7-SESERV) 

4.1 Motivation 
Future networked ICT systems will offer smart applications, smart services and smart 
content in smart environments such as smart cities. Due to the naturally distributed nature 
of resources and consumers, communication networks have to handle and mediate 
application data flows in clever and reliable ways. In order to achieve the latter, capabilities 
of involved resources need to be known. This implies an exchange of relevant data 
between applications and networks. 
On the other hand, the predominant principle has been a strict separation of concerns 
between applications and networks, and also between different layers in the 
communication stack. So far, IP networks have tried to “do their best” to deliver data, and if 
this was not sufficient (e.g., for acceptable content distribution), applications have tried to 
“do better”. In the light of increasingly stringent demands of applications in combination 
with increasing mobility and flexibility requirements, it becomes obvious that the classical 
separation of concerns is hitting its limits. Instead, a certain exchange of explicit 
information between applications, services and networks is expected to provide added 
value for successful provisioning of smart applications and services in smart environments. 
In face of those challenges, several research efforts around the globe are studying and 
proposing architectures which achieve tighter coupling between user services/applications 
and the underlying network infrastructures. Such a coupling allows the deployment of 
Network Aware Applications (NAAs), which are able to self-adapt according to network 
conditions. At the same time, Application-Aware Networks (AANs) recognize the 
applications and services which they convey and are able not only to provide the 
appropriate QoS to each one but also to perform application-specific in-network 
operations. Cross-layer and Software Defined Networking (SDN) approaches are 
promising candidates to support such functionalities. In any case, a good understanding 
and skilled use of information flows between smart applications, services and networks is 
required. 
Establishing mechanisms to enable such interactions becomes even more challenging in 
multi-domain scenarios, where the underlying network spans across several Network 
Infrastructure Providers – in this case, integrated frameworks are required which achieve 
at the same time inter-network federation and application-network coupling. 
Furthermore, it is also essential to study such issues from a market perspective, in order to 
produce solutions which are not only technically sound but also feasible and realistic. 
Economic aspects involve assessing the actual value of network-aware and application-
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aware knowledge and also extending network brokerage mechanisms to include these 
aspects. Diverse Economic Traffic Management (ETM) mechanisms may be designed, 
deployed, and studied in order to facilitate a sustainable, incentive-compatible interaction 
between applications and networks – considering in particular not only the requirements of 
different stakeholders but also the value that information flows between applications and 
services expose. 
The goal of the session was to contribute to the understanding of the technical, 
economical, and societal value of information exchange between smart applications, 
services and networks, by stimulating fruitful discussions on questions such as: 

• Which information is important to know in order to enable smart operations of 
applications and networks? 

• Is it really worth to tighten the application/network coupling, escaping from the 
current “separation of concerns” paradigm, and do the actual benefits outweigh the 
technical complexity? 

• Is it feasible to provide network awareness in multi-domain networks across 
heterogeneous physical infrastructures? What about accounting and accountability? 

• Can the actual value of network- and application-aware information be assessed? 

• Which are (more or less) successful use cases? Which are key factors for success? 

4.2 Agenda 
Introduction to the session 
Markus Fiedler (Blekinge Institute of Technology, FP7-Euro-NF) 
Statements from each 
of the five panelists 

A Call for New Ways to Master the Information Flow between 
Smart Applications and Networks 
Kurt Tutschku (University of Vienna, FP7-Euro-NF) 
The need for making applications network-aware. Also in the 
Future Internet 
Frank den Hartog (TNO, FP7-FIGARO) 
Information Flows in an Economic Aware Context 
Ioanna Papafili (Athens University of Economics and Business, FP7-SmoothIT) 
Application-centric Network Infrastructure Creation? 
Csaba Szabó (Budapest University of Technology and Economics, DIGITAL CITY) 
Media Ecosystem Deployment through Ubiquitous 
Content‐aware Network Environments 
Christian Timmerer (Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt, FP7-ALICANTE) 

Moderated panel with the five panelists and active involvement of the audience 
Martin Waldburger (University of Zurich, Switzerland & FP7-SESERV) 

Georgios Gardikis (NCSR "Demokritos, FP7-ALICANTE) 
Session wrap-up 
Markus Fiedler (Blekinge Institute of Technology, FP7-Euro-NF) 
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4.3 Report 
The session was organized in two parts; it opened with brief statement presentations by 
the five invited panelists, followed by a panel discussion with the involvement of the 
audience. 

4.3.1 Panelist statements 
Kurt Tutschku (University of Vienna, FP7-Euro-NF) addressed the problem of finding new 
ways to interconnect applications and networks, mentioning the example of load balancing 
mechanisms required for handling high-popularity video streaming. He raised the question 
whether the whole layering architecture has to be reconsidered to allow information flows 
between applications and the networks. He stated that network information flows may 
become as important as data information flows. 
Frank den Hartog (TNO, FP7-FIGARO) focused on home networks, which can be more 
easily managed and monitored so as to allow the deployment of network-aware 
applications. He argued that making applications network-aware through exposure of 
monitoring information is an efficient and realistic way to optimize their transport over 
heterogeneous network environments. 
Ioanna Papafili (Athens University of Economics and Business, FP7-SmoothIT) focused on 
optimization of peer-to-peer traffic via Economic Traffic Management (ETM) approaches. 
She stated that, from a business point of view, joint application/network optimization 
should result in win-win situations through market equilibria. She explained that the 
envisioned win-win situation was shown for a number of ETM trials in operational networks 
and real end-users. 
Csaba Szabó (Budapest University of Technology and Economics, DIGITAL CITY) 
addressed specifically telecom operators and their view on network design for the case of 
community networks. Telecom operators are currently mainly restricted in providing plain 
connectivity services to customers. They typically adopt a top-down, general-purpose 
network design, which is possible in principle and might deliver new desirable insights and 
technologies. However, he states, community networks have proven to be successful if 
they are designed and built with an application-centric (bottom-up) approach. He 
anticipates telecom operators to be conservative in adopting a bottom-up network design. 
Christian Timmerer (Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt, FP7-ALICANTE) discussed 
scalable adaptive media delivery systems, especially over HTTP, in which Quality-of-
Experience (QoE) is the most critical metric. Universal Media Access with sufficient QoE 
could be the key incentive for deploying network-assisted service delivery mechanisms. 

4.3.2 Discussion 
A key issue, as raised by the audience, is how service differentiation and prioritization can 
be compatible with network neutrality principles. However, while avoiding application 
degrading, censorship and violation of privacy, some kind of application-aware traffic 
handling is essential so as to escape from the current “flat” transport paradigm. If we adopt 
the absolute definition that network neutrality requires the total isolation between the 
application and networking domains, then this approach is significantly inefficient and 
certainly counterproductive when it comes to innovation. In any case, many existing 
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architectures in the commercial domain, like Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) cannot be 
characterized as “neutral” in the strict sense. 
Moreover, it was stated that the classic layering approach is not adequate anymore, since 
the flexibility to adapt to needs is required and that different mechanisms for different types 
of content are desirable. Programmable flow-based mechanisms such as Openflow are 
contributing towards fulfilling these requirements. It was furthermore pointed out that 
cross-domain aspects are extremely important, especially when it comes to Quality-of-
Service (QoS) provision and application/network awareness.  
Several questions and comments were also directed towards economic aspects. For 
example, how network intelligence can be paid for and how telecom operators can 
monetize on novel application/network coupling approaches. Security aspects on 
payments were raised, along with how revenues could be distributed across several 
operators in multi-domain communication. It seems that a convincing model has not been 
found yet to push operators to upgrade their infrastructure and adopt new technologies. 
Furthermore, the gap between research efforts and commercial deployments was 
discussed, i.e. the question how research results in this specific field can find their way to 
the market. Two principles were suggested; first to design mechanisms in an evolutionary 
manner (non-disruptive) and, second, to start with deployments in restricted environments, 
such as in home networks or within single domains. It was commented that even old 
mechanisms, such as IP multicast, while used in single domains, have not survived in 
multi-domain, Internet-wide scenarios. A sensitive issue for telecom operators is also the 
degree of exposure of network-aware interfaces, i.e. how much freedom is given to end-
users and applications to actually interact with the functionalities of the network. 
Last but not least, user experience was once more identified as a key driver towards 
network innovations. It seems that QoE is a very complex factor, and it sometimes 
includes aspects beyond service consumption such as the contribution of user-generated 
content. Many users are willing to pay more, even abandon the flat-rate model, to enjoy a 
better experience, and this is a need towards which networking innovations and novel 
business models should converge. 

4.3.3 Key Take-aways 
• Application/Network Interconnection will require a re-consideration of the traditional 

layered concept as network information flows may become as important as data 
information flows. 

• Making applications network-aware through exposure of monitoring information is 
an efficient and realistic way to optimise their transport over heterogeneous network 
environments. 

• From a business point of view, application/network interconnection should (and has 
selectively been shown already to) result in win-win situations through market 
equilibria. 

• Telcos seem reluctant to adopt a bottom-up, application-centric network design for 
community networks as they typically embrace a top-down, general-purpose 
network design. 

• Universal Media Access with sufficient Quality-of-Experience (QoE) could be the 
key incentive for deploying network-assisted service delivery mechanisms. 
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5 FIA Aalborg: Open Platforms for Innovation 
This session’s full title was “EU and US Approaches for Future Internet: FIRE / GENI and 
FI PPP / IGNITE. Different complementary perspectives, technical challenges and 
business models”. The session was held on May 10, 2012 at the FIA Aalborg. It was jointly 
co-organized by: 

• Didier Bourse (Alcatel-Lucent, France) 

• Petra Turkama (Aalto University, Finland) 

• Serge Fdida (University Pierre et Marie Curie, France) 

5.1 Motivation 
The Future Internet is currently addressed by several large R&D programmes in different 
regions and related countries. This session was focusing on the EU (Future Internet Public 
Private Partnership and FIRE) and US (IGNITE and GENI) perspectives, analyzing the 
differences and complementarities in the approaches, business, challenges and involved 
stakeholders. 

5.2 Agenda 
Session introduction 
Didier Bourse (Alcatel-Lucent) 
EU and US Future Internet Programmes perspectives 

EC FI PPP: One year return of experience, current status and next steps 
Petra Turkama (Aalto University) 
US IGNITE Programme: Vision, ambitions and organization 
Suzanne Iacono (National Science Foundation) 
Panel discussion and 
interaction with audience 
Serge Fdida (University Pierre et Marie 
Curie) 

Panelists: 

• Per Blixt (European Commission) 

• Suzanne Iacono (National Science Foundation) 

• Chip Elliott (GENI Project Office (GPO)) 

• Jose Jimenez (Telefonica I+D) 

Interaction with audience 
Petra Turkama (Aalto University) 
Session wrap-up, key take away and next steps 
Didier Bourse (Alcatel-Lucent) 

5.3 Report 
The session was kicked-off by Didier Bourse who explained the context and ambitions of 
this session, introduced the speakers and highlighted the US and EC approaches for 
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Future Internet research. He then presented specific perspectives to structure the 
discussion including the layered and using/building approach, the respective programmes 
features and a set of key questions. These questions were driven by contrasting the 
European and US approaches to Future Internet research as shown in Figure 2. Questions 
embraced, for instance, what the respective value chain would be or how value 
sustainability and exploitation of the developed platforms and the usage area applications 
can be achieved. Further examples of relevant discussion items related to the detailed 
KPIs / characteristics / expected outcomes of the considered platforms. 

 
Figure 2: European and US Approaches to Future Internet Research 

5.3.1 Keynote Speaker Statements 
Petra Turkama and Chip Elliott introduced respectively the FI PPP and IGNITE 
programmes. Beyond the contractual presentation of the FI PPP, Petra Turkama stressed 
the first year programme experience in terms of achievements and challenges. The Core 
Platform (FI-WARE project) and the forthcoming Usage Areas pilots / experimentation (to 
be developed in the FI PPP Phase 2) are key elements of the FI PPP developments. The 
session participants were also invited to find out more about the Programme and the 
upcoming Phase 2 Open Call at www.fi-ppp.eu. Chip Elliott introduced the IGNITE 
programme that has been recently announced and is under contractualization. He 
explained in details how US IGNITE leverages current NSF-funding in GENI across U.S. 
campuses and cities. 

5.3.2 Panelist Statements 
After that Serge Fdida introduced the panel, the key characteristics of the FIRE 
programme, the GENI programme and the FI PPP Core Platform (FI-WARE project) were 
presented by Per Blixt, Chip Elliott, and Jose Jimenez, respectively. Per Blixt highlighted 
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the connection and interdependency between FI PPP and FIRE (complement testing, mid 
term (FI-PPP) market, long term (FIRE) research) and the next steps in the FIRE 
developments. Chip Elliott provided details on the GENI developments and architecture, 
and stressed the current 100-200 US campuses expansion. Jose Jimenez provided details 
on the FI PPP Core Platform and Generic Enablers and stressed the challenge of building 
an open application platform, highlighting that innovation requires much more effort than 
research. 
The very interactive and lively panel discussion and Q/As session was targeting answers 
to the following questions: 

• Different or common potential innovation channels and innovators? 

• Different or common (technical) challenges for each of the targeted vertical 
applications domain? 

• Different or common enablers for experimentation, pilots and tests beds? 

• Different or common roles for industry? 

• Different or common roles for academic / research centers? 

• Different or common expected exploitation plans and success factors? 
The main discussion points focused on the openness, scalability and sustainability of the 
developed platforms, the technical/technological enablers for these platforms, the 
experimental approaches (test beds, pilots, prototypes…) and the architectural 
perspectives. 

5.3.3 Key Take-aways 
The session gathered up to 70+ participants in the room, providing the opportunity of a 
well balanced mix of presentations, discussions and Q/As. The session contributed 
substantially to: 

• develop detailed mutual understanding between the EU and US approaches, 

• identify potential synergies and convergence points, 

• bring elements to the discussion points highlighted in Figure 2, and to 

• anticipate that the discussion initiated may be furthered in the context of the 
TRIDENTCOM conference (11-13.06.12 – Thessaloniki), the GENI Engineering 
Conference GEC14 (09-11.07.12 – Boston), and the FIA Dublin (February 13, 2013 
– Dublin). A specific session in the FIA Dublin could be targeted on the FI PPP Core 
Platform (FI-WARE) use and usage. 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 
This document has described SESERV’s contribution to the FISE-WG and FIA during the 
period September 2011 and August 2012. SESERV has successfully led and coordinated 
a community of researchers in the area of Future Internet Socio-Economics through the 
organization of FIA sessions and participation in the FIA-SC. 
The FISE WG includes active participants from key European projects (SEQUIOA, FI3P, 
PARADISO2 and UNIVERSELF) and a membership of around 200 researchers in the 
FISE LinkedIn group from diverse domains of expertise. The FIA topics covered during the 
period include Value Creation, Value Flows, and Liability over Virtual Resources (Poznan), 
Novel Networking and Relationship with Applications (Aalborg), and Open Platforms for 
Innovation (Aalborg). Reports have been published for each session and submitted to the 
EC for inclusion in the final FIA reports. 
Socio-economics remains a key discipline in the Future Internet research domain as 
technology continues to pervade all aspects of human life. SESERV has successfully re- 
invigorated the FISE-WG with active contribution and a significant growth in membership. 
This not only reflects the importance of the discipline but also the need for a coordination 
action such as SESERV to bring together such a diverse and distributed European 
community. The participation of other Challenge 1 CSA’s and studies within the FISE-WG 
has ensured that coordination and dissemination across Challenge 1 can be achieved, 
beyond what SESERV could have achieved alone. 
In the last 12 months the FISE-WG continued to thrive. The discussion that started during 
SESERV’s first project year continued in Poznan with an FIA session and the 1st FISE 
workshop examining how technology disrupts the Future Internet ecosystem. This 
additional event has been organized on demand due to limited time available during FIA 
sessions. The FIA session and the workshop not only delivered insight into the ecosystem 
but allowed researchers to share the methodology they used. An economic shift to micro 
values, generated through purchasing of apps or payments for virtual goods in virtual 
realities, was emphasized. A key problem identified is that economic models do not have 
enough conceptual tools to understand the nature of intangibles. 
The two Sessions at FIA Aalborg constitute both worthy successors to the very well 
received SESERV organized FIA sessions. The novel networking FIA session revealed 
that from a business point of view, application/network interconnection should result in win-
win situations through market equilibria. Any closer interconnection of applications and 
networks foreseen – leading to application-aware networks or network-aware applications 
– is expected to require a re-consideration of the traditional layered concept as network 
information flows may become as important as data information flows. It was also stressed 
that telcos seem reluctant to adopt a bottom-up, application-centric network design for 
community networks. In this light, Universal Media Access with sufficient Quality-of-
Experience (QoE) could be the key incentive for deploying network-assisted service 
delivery mechanisms. 
Furthermore, the open platforms session at FIA Aalborg developed a detailed mutual 
understanding between the EU and US approaches at their respective R&D programmes 
and identified potential synergies and convergence points. This covered in particular 
differences and complementarities in the approaches, business, challenges, and involved 
stakeholders. In order to support this recently started initiative which will foster the mutual 
exchange among European and US R&D programmes, plans for future meetings in the 
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upcoming months have been made – one option being the submission of a co-organized 
session at FIA Dublin. 
SESERV’s coordination of the FISE-WG further evolved over the last 12 months. As the 
Future Internet landscape developed, more projects got involved and community 
requirements changed. The Internet Science Network of Excellence will no doubt become 
a hub for multidisciplinary conversations considering the participation of over 30 European 
institutions. SESERV began in Poznan to engage directly with the Network of Excellence 
and to encourage participation within the FISE-WG. The outcome of this engagement, 
which was continued until the FIA session in Aalborg, is a strengthened FISE-WG, 
increased quality of FIA sessions and the exploration of mechanisms to support the FISE-
WG group beyond the lifetime of the SESERV project. 
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